
Customised solutions  
for your business.

EnErgy gEnEration for thE futurE.
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made of stainless steel, 
angle-type with threaded connection

Atmospheric discharge safety valve

made of stainless steel, 
angle-type with threaded connection

Safety valve

Hydrogen
Multiple energy source for the future

Hydrogen filling station in StuttgArt

Hydrogen researCH Centre eleCtrolysis systeMPiPes on a hydrogen tAnk

hydrogen fuel PuMPs

the industry for electricity generation is facing challen-
ges to find green and sustainable resources and ways to 
produce electricity. and so are engineers and companies 
for sustainable and green mobility concepts.

the production of hydrogen is already possible by using 
fossil fuels. But recently innovative processes are beco-
ming more common, like electrolysis. in this case water 
is split into hydrogen and oxygen. if the required electri-
city for this process comes from renewable sources, the 
hydrogen is defined as green. this process for gaining a  
power source of energy and a potential storage method 
for electricity (as the process can be reversed) makes 
it innovative in general and also for future mobility. one 
thing is clear: green energy is the future.

in this field goetze is your partner regarding safety 
(valves). We assure the handling of hydrogen from the  
retrieval to the application – either in the electric part of 
the process or at the hydrogen filling station for vehicles. 
We protect filling processes, which are under high pres-
sure or the storage of liquid hydrogen in tanks. this has 
a major impact on a safe handling and makes hydrogen 
appealing to human and nature in general. 

series 492

series 2400

threaded connections
from ¼“ to ¾“

threaded connections
from ¼“ to 1½“

Pressures 
from 50 bar to 630 bar

Pressures 
from 0,2 bar to 70 bar

temperatures 
from -60 °C to +200 °C

temperatures 
from -200 °C to +200 °C

the series 492 atmospheric discharge safety valve is used in the field of high-pressure com-
pressors and process plants, high-pressure air systems and to protect refuelling systems. it 
convinces through its compactness and design. this an optionally be ordered with a gas-tight 
swivel outlet for guided blow-off or for connecting a discharge pipe. due to its special technical 
construction and design the series covers a pressure range that has not been catered for up to 
now. the valve is particularly suitable for hydrogen, as the Pai seal guarantees a very high level 
of tightness even after repeated response. tightness for helium 10-6 mbar l/s.

Cryogenic valves must meet special requirements to provide reliable protection, for example in 
tanks and filling systems for liquid gases. 

the series 2400 safety valve therefore got fully approven for vapours and gases as well as for 
liquids according to iso 4126-1 and asMe Code sec. Viii div. 1. all components of the valve are 
specially cleaned during the production process and are thus oil- and grease free in accordance 
with din en 12300. Because of this, every valve is suitable for use in systems using oxygen 
and is marked accordingly. the use of 1.4404 and 1.4408 high-grade stainless steels render the 
safety valves particularly resistant to extremely cold temperatures. for use with gases that are 
in contact with food an fda-compliant sealing material is used. the valve setting and seat insert 
are separately sealable which makes unauthorised adjustments easily noticeable. overpressure 
from 0,2 bar up to 70 bar is relieved safely with a consistently high level of performance.
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made of stainless steel, 
angle-type with threaded connection

Safety valve

made of stainless steel, 
angle-type with threaded connection

Safety valve

series 451

threaded connections
from ½“ to 2“

Pressures  
from 0,5 bar to 70 bar

temperatures 
from -60 °C to +400 °C

series 420

threaded connections
from ¼“ to    “

Pressures 
from 0,5 bar to 50 bar

temperatures 
from -40 °C to +260 °C

for supporting the hydrogen production and electrolysis processes, reliable safety valves are 
required which can also  handle low flow-volumes and pressures. thanks to tÜV and euro-
pean approvals, the  miniature safety valve series 420 allow use in applications for neutral and 
non-neutral gaseous and liquid media. 

the cutting ring threaded connections available as an option make this valve quick and easy to 
install for use in small pipelines.

in processes with lower volumes and low pressures, such as hydrogen production or the electrol-
ysis process, the protection must still be reliable. the advantages and applications of series 451 
made of high-grade stainless steel begin, where versions made of gunmetal are at their limits. 

the flexibility of the various versions guarantee an optimal configuration for every application. 
in addition to the basic version the numerous sealing possibilities and materials, back-pressure 
compensating metal bellows and / or a gastight cap offer the necessary optional extras required 
to fulfill the highest safety requirements.

for applications with large volumes our 455 is the valve to choose. often, flange connections are 
required for installation in existing piping systems. goetze has taken great care to achieve high 
performance for all sizes of the series 455, this is unique in the field of flange safety-valves in 
general. By using exclusively high-quality materials with outstanding media resistance and the 
option to protect the tightness towards the atmosphere on a high level with backpressure com-
pensating bellows, this safety valve is suitable for nearly any applications. the pressure range 
covers 0,2 to 40 bar and the temperature range up to +400° Celsius permits employment in a 
wide temperature range.

series 455

Pressures 
from 0,2 bar to 40 bar

temperatures 
from -60 °C to +400 °C

Flange connections
from dn 15 to dn 100

made of stainless steel,
angle-type with flange connections 

Flanged safety valve
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internet serViCe of goetze
BIM data: the right dAtA For your eFFicient PlAnning 

Building information Modeling (BiM) is an intelligent process based on a 3d model that provides architects, engineers and contrac-
tors with information and tools for efficient planning, design, construction and management of buildings and infrastructure. the BiM 
process accompanies a building throughout its entire life cycle. from planning to execution to operation, all information is transferred 
into the digital process. 

www.goetze-armaturen.de/bim-en

Goetze Product navIGator

you want to find the series you are looking for quicker? using 
the goetze configurator, you can select the desired specifica-
tions and characteristics and will be shown a list of matching 
products. 

the navigator is for orientation purposes only and does not re-
place consultation with a technical expert. give it a try and find 
the right product for your applications. 

www.goetze-armaturen.com/navigator-en

3d ModeLS and 

tender docuMentS

for your planning and tenders, we voluntarily provide data of our 3d 
models in various and common formats. on our website, you will find 
them in the sector “service/download”. 

Beside the 3D models, we offer prefabricated tender documents that 
you may simply integrate in your offers. 

here is the link to download all available documents and 3d models: 
www.goetze-armaturen.com/service-en

exPert technIcaL advIce
Do you have any questions or would you like to receive technical advice?  

then please contact us directly –  
our team of experts will be happy to assist you!



Goetze KG armaturen
robert-Mayer-Straße 21
71636 Ludwigsburg

fon: +49 (0) 7141 / 488 94 60
fax: +49 (0) 7141 / 488 94 88

info@goetze-armaturen.de
www.goetze-armaturen.com

tHe goetze Kg
individuality for more safety

the competence of goetze kg Armaturen has been in demand for 70  
years. our wealth of experience is as broad and varied as our areas of appli-
cation for our high-performance fittings. our well thought-out family of pro-
ducts covers every industrial  application: liquids of all kinds, gases, technical 
vapours and steam. goetze valves are used with temperatures ranging from 
-270 °C up to +400 °C and the greatest possible safety is a priority. 

at any time, you can reach a competent contact partner as part of our in-house 
team at goetze. Whether it is for the product selection, the configuration of 
the right valve, urgent requests, whether per telephone call or per mail, there 
is a personal multilingual consultant at your disposal. With over 400.000 valves 
per year „Made in germany“, we are your competent partner for all matters 
relating to the handling of pressure. 


